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$1. Introduction 
Suppose that Z is a domain in C" and r is a properly discontinuous 
subgroup of the full group Bih Z of biholomorphic automorphisms of 2.  
Denote the complex vector space of holomorphic r-automorphic forms 
of weight w and multiplier system v by (T,w,v); if v = 1, write (T, w).  
Under certain conditions the graded ring @,,{T, w, v )  is an integral domain 
whose quotient field contains the field 9X(Z/T) of functions meromorphic 
on the complex space Z / r  as the subfield of meromorphic r-automorphic 
forms of weight zero, the transcendence degree of 9X(Z/T) over C is not 
greater than dimcZ, and the transcendence degree of @(T, w,u) is not 
greater than (1 -i+ dim&). For example, if Z denotes the upper half plane 
of classical function theory and r is the classical modular group, then 9JZ(Z/T) 
is a field of rational functions of one variable and @ (T, w) is generated 
by the algebraically independent modular forms g ,  and g6 of weight 4 
and 6 respectively. However, these forms are diflerentiably dependent in 
the sense that there is a non trivial polynomial with complex coefficients 
in two f~u~ctions f ,  and f 2  and their derivatives which vanishes for the spe- 
cialization ( f , , f 2 )  + (g,,g,). There is such a polynomial in which f 2  
appears linearly and none of its derivatives appear. This shows that it is 
possible to generate @{T, w )  , and %(Z/T), by using one r-automorphic 
form and certain direrential operators. Indeed, there are T-independent 
non linear differential operators D2 and D 3 ,  of order 2 and 3 respectively, 
such that g,  and D3g,/D2g4 generate @(T,w); it can also be shown that 
there are constants c ,  and c2 such that g ,  = c , D ~ A / A ~  and g ,  = c,D3A/A3, 
where A denotes a cusp form of weight 12 (cf. [6] ) .  
The purpose of this paper is to show that certain graded rings of auto- 
morphic forms in several complex variables can be generated by one form 
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and differential operators that are independent of the discontinuous group. 
Whenever this is possible, all information about the group that is contained 
in @(r, w ,  v) or in %R(Z/r) is already contained in some one form. 
In $2, the differential operators of interest are defined and their prop- 
erties studied in the context of tube domains arising from simple compact 
real Jordan algebras.' They are applied to study the modular forms of even 
weight for Siegel's modular group of genus two in 93; our most precise 
result is Theorem 1 in that section. The normalized crisp form of weight 10 
for Siegel's group of genus two is the square of a cusp form of weight 5 
associated with a non trivial multiplier system. In $4 we give a differential 
equation relating it to  the cusp form of weight 12 associated with the trivial 
multiplier. Differential equations for the generators of the ring of forms 
of even weight for a certain congruence subgroup are also given in 54, 
but we have not troubled to  determine the explicit values of the constants 
involved. The hermitian moduIar forms for the gaussian integers are stu- 
died in $5; it is shown that by using differential operators, and up to the 
non vanishing of certain computable constants, the graded ring of all 
symmetric forms of even weight can be generated by the cusp form of 
weight 8. Throughout the paper c ,  , c ,  , ... denote complex constants. 
There are numerous "conjectures" suggested by our results. Unfor- 
tunately, there is as yet too little detailed information available to permit 
us to formalize these in a truly meaningful way. The following remarks 
may nevertheless be of some use to  the reader. 
In each of the examples studied here, and for the classical modular 
group, the graded ring of forms of even weight can be generated by the 
cusp form of least weight. These rings are not aIways the fulI ring of forms: 
for Siegel's modular group of genus two, there is a cusp form of weight 35 
which must be adjoined to obtain the ring of all forms associated with the 
trivial multiplier. However, in a11 of these examples, the field of modular 
functions is determined by the forms of even weight, and hence by one 
form. Perhaps our results have more to  do with function fields thanrings 
of forms. 
Our techniques cannot provide access t o  forms of odd weight within the 
confines of the set of forms of integral weight because with this limitation 
the action of each of the relevant differential operators known to  US pro- 
duces a form of even weight. Also, for related reasons, the differential 
operators simplify multiplier systems, so these techniques will provide the 
most information in the case of the trivial multiplier; cp. eq. (3) in $2. 
In $4 and 55 there are several constants which, hopefully, are not zero. 
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They can all  be effectively computed with some effort, but it does not at 
present seem to be of particular interest to know them explicitly. The cal- 
culations required are similar to those performed for Theorem l ;  their 
form makes it appear unlikely that the pertinent constants are zero. How- 
ever, should certain of them vanish, i t  would imply the existence of dif- 
ferential equations of order less than (dim,Z + rankZ), which we think 
would be a much more interesting phenomenon (cp. [9]). There is the pos- 
sibility that a general argument may settle this question without calculation, 
If a graded ring can be generated by one form and differential operators, 
then any relations become differential equations satisfied by the generator; 
a similar statement holds for the corresponding function field. The reader 
will think immediately of the Weierstrass 13-function of an elliptic curve. 
I t  would be interesting to know how such differential equations are dis- 
ting~~ished from those satisfied by arbitrary forms in the graded ring. 
$2. Differential Operators 
The method of this paper is based on the connection between differential 
operators that map forms to forms and Jordan algebras. Suppose Z is 
biholomorphically equivalent to an irreducible bounded symmetric domain 
of tube type. Then there is a simple compact real Jordan algebra % such 
that Z is equivalent to Z(%) = + iexp%. Let ~ ( a )  denote the reduced 
trace, ( a I the reduced norm, of a E 3. These functions extend to the com- 
plexification of %. If f is a differentiable function defined on an open subset 
of Z(%), define Vf, the gradient o f f  with respect to o ,  by 
?(a )  = C(VZ f, a ) .  
az 
For every simple compact real Jordan algebra of rank r there is a real al- 
gebra .ri' with an involution * : u -+ u'%uch that XI contains R as a sub- 
algebra and every n E '11 can be represented by an r x r matrix (aij), a i j  E .P?, 
which is symmetric with respect to  the involution; if rank 8 = 2 ,  there 
are additional minor technical restrictions. In this representation, 
o(z) = ZkzLli ,  Iz I = detz (the non commutative determinant), and 
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where alaz,, denotes the usual gradient on sr2 for k + I. Define 
Set q = dim%/rank 3. Then, as Selberg has shown, for every r c BihZ(%), 
multiplier system v, and positive integer n ,  
Definition 1. Suppose U c Z(3)  is an open set. For any w E C  - {0), 
iz E 2' - {q), and f E glIr(U), set 
D'tf is a polynomial in f and its derivatives of order at most 117. It follows 
from (I), and from a special but eleme~ltary consideration in case w = 0 ,  
that 
(3) w'lr- D": (r, W ,  v) -+ ( r ,  ~ ( P W  + 2), onr) 
Suppose r c BihZ(%); put T, = (y E I?: yz = z + n with a E 3 ) .  We 
assume that %/I?, is compact and consider only those holomorphic r-auto- 
morphic forms that have a Fourier expansion of the form 
where M is a iattice in 3 ;  usually we will have M = r:, where l7; is the 
lattice dual to  r,(0) = (~(0) :y  ET,). The partial ordering is defined by 
b 2 n e b - a ~ e x p 3 .  
Definition 2. f ~ ( r ,  w,v) is a c ~ ~ s p  forrn if a(i?z) # 0 implies nz > 0 .  
Definition 3. Iff has an expansion of the form (4), then 
ordf - min a(m) 
n(at )#O 
Evidently ord( fg) = ord f + ord g and ord(f + g) 2 min{ord f, ord g) . If 
f is a cusp form, then ord f 0 .  
An expression for D r y  more convenient for the applications that we 
have in mind than eq. (2) is provided by the following 
Lemma 1. Let L be an arbitrary honzogeneous linear difereizfinl 
opei4ator of order 172 actiizg on fi~nctions defined on an open strbset U of 
C" . If f E gl"(U) and s E C ,  then 
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Proof. Since a homogeneous linear differential operator of order 1 is a deri- 
vation, there are polynomials E , ( j )  in the derivatives off  of order i with 
coefficients which are linear combinations of the coefficient functions of L 
such that 
rn s!  
L(f'") = C ------ 
,=I ( S  - k ) !  
where s !  = T ( s  + 1 ) .  Inductively set s = 1,2,. . . ,  rn t o  find expressions for 
E , ( f  1: E,,(f) = L ( f ) ,  2!E,,,- , ( f )  = L ( f  ') - 2f L ( f ) ,  etc. Therefore L ( f s )  
can be written as 
with p, E R[s]  of degree 5 nz. Observe that if 1 5 j <= nz , then (7 )  implies 
that ~ ( f j )  = p j L ( f J ) ;  that is, ollly the k = j term survives, and p, ( j )  = 1.  
Thus, if k # j ,  then ( s - j )  divides p, for 1 5 j ,  k 5 in. Also, directly 
from (6) ,  or by noting that L ( f O )  = L(1 )  = 0 ,  it is clear that s divides p, 
for 1 5 1c 5 nz. Therefore there are constants c, such that 
Determine the constants by recalling that p,(lc) = 1 ,  so that 
This completes the proof. 
Proposition 1. If w E C - (0 )  and n E: Z+ - { q )  , then 
Proof. a" is linear homogeneous of order n r ,  so the proposition fol- 
lows immediately from Definition 1 and Lemma 1. 
Proposition 2. I f f  is  an atrtoinorplzic fort71 with d Fourier expansioiz 
of the f o rm  (4), t h en :  
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(a) D'tf is a cusp forin; 
(b) If ord f > 0 ,  then ord Dnf 2 niord f .  
Proof. It is easily verified that aZ exp cr(nz) = I a I exp ~ ( a z )  . Moreover, 
if in 2 0 but in k 0,  then I in \ = 0 .  Therefore, the Fourier coefficient 
of dllfh corresponding to the lattice point rn is not zero only if m > 0 .  Since 
- 
exp a is a strictly convex cone, the same is true off "'-kd"f, and therefore 
also of the linear combination of such terms in (8). Hence D'lf is a cusp 
form. 
If ord f > 0 ,  then ord( f nr-ka'ffk) = ord f + ord anf = (nr - k)ord f 
4 k ord f = nr ord f ,  which was t o  be shown. 
Proposition 3. Suppose that M is a lattice in 'U and f + 0 is a cusp 
fonn of weight cl$fereizt from 0 with a Fourier. expansion of the forin 
2nl,0.,n E M  a(i11) E (inz), wit11 ~( inz)  = e2niu(''1i) . Tlzeiz Vn E Z+ - { q )  , 
D'tf + 0.  
Proof. H(u) = {tc E (LI: ~ ( u )  = u E R )  is a hyperplane in (U perpendicular 
to the line joining 0 to the unit element of 'U. Put C = H(ordj) n {l?z&M: 
a(nz) # 0).  C is a non empty subset of exp (LI. Let mo be an extreme point 
of the convex hull of C. Then, by (8), a(n7,) contributes to the Fourier 
coefficient of D'tf at the lattice point (nr.)mo. The convexity of the Cauchy 
product of series and the extremal property of in, in C imply that only 
the lattice point nz, contributes to  the Fourier coefficient of D'tf a t  (nr)rno. 
Hence, we can write f = a(m,) E (in,z) + f, , with f, not contributing to 
the coefficient of Dnf at (nr)m, . Writing a(m I g) for the Fourier coefficient 
of g a t  rn, we have 
since a, E (mz) = (2?tilr 1 in I E (112z), 
The proof is complete. 
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Two elementary properties of the Dl' operators will prove useful in the 
sequel. 
Proposition 4. I f f  E (T, w,v), the11 for SE C ,  
Proof. f  satisfies the functional equation of an element of (T, sw,v" so 
Also observe that for R E  C ,  
43. Siegel F o r i ~ s  of G e ~ l i l s  TWO 
In this section we restrict ourselves to the Siegel upper half plane of 
degree 2, so U = $32, R) ,  and sirppose that T is Siegel's modular group. 
Define the Eisenstein series of weight w by 
where { c , d )  runs over the classes of coprime symmetric matrices; if w > 2 
is an even integer, the series converges absolutely to an element of (T,w). 
Igusa's fundamental Structure Theorem [2 ]  states that the graded ring 
of modular forms of even weight is generated by $, $, 4,,, and &,, . 
Moreover, the field of modular fi~nctiorts is the subfield of C(4,, $,,c$,,,~~,) 
consisting of meromorphic forms of weight zero. The Eisenstein series of 
weights 10 and 12 can be replaced by cusp forms since ($,$6 - $lo) and 
(32.724z + 2.53$z - 691 4,,) are in the kernel of the Siegel @ operator. 
Following Igusa, define normalized cusp forms by 
and 
their Fourier expansions are 
and 
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Theorem 1. 
(15) 1 32 2 D X r o  = m n  XloXi2; 
Proof. By (3), ~ ' 4 ,  E(T, 10); Proposition 2 states that it is a cusp 
form. Hence, Igusa's Structure Theorem implies the existence of a constant 
c, such that D14, = c3x30. 
SimilarIy, DL+, ~ ( r ,  14), SO the Structure Theorem asserts the existence 
of c, such that ~ ' 4 5 ,  = c ~ $ ~ x ~ ~ .  
xlo is a cusp form in (r,22).  The Fourier expansion (11) shows that 
ordxlo = 2 ,  so ord DlX,, 2 4 by Proposition 2. Hence DlXlo = c ~ x ~ ~ x ~ ~  
with c, # 0 .  
xlz is cusp and ordx,, = 2 by (12); hence D ~ ~ , ,  ~ ( r , 2 6 )  is of the form 
DiX12 = ~ ~ $ ~ ~ 1 2 ~  + c 7 ~ 4 ~ 1 0 ~ 1 2 ,  with at least one of c,,c, 11011 zero. 
The values of the constants c,,..-,c7 are determined by calculating the 
first few terms of the Fourier expansions, using the table of Fourier co- 
efficients in [2] .  
Remark. Elimination of 4,, x,, , and x,, yields a diRerential equation 
of order 8 for 45, (cf. [8]).  
Theorem 2. @,, , ,,(F,tv) and YI?,(Z(!5(2, R))/T) call be generated by 4,. 
Proof. Since is in the quotient field of the ring of forms of even 
weight, it is enough to express 4,, x,,, and x12 in terms of 4, using D l .  
Eq. (13) yields x lO immediately; division of (15) by x,, then provides an 
expressioll for x,,. Finally, 4, occurs Iinearly in (16) and all other quan- 
tities are expressible in terms of 4, and D l .  The proof is complete. 
Theorem 3. Usiizgdiflerential operat~r-s ,@,, ,~~(T,~)and 9X(Z(Sj(2, R))/r) 
can be generated by x,, . 
Proof. I t  is enough to obtain 4, from x,,.As in the proof of the previous 
theorem, obtain xi, from D1xl0. Now consider the non zero form 
D2xlo E ( r ,  44); since ord D2X,o 2 8 ,  there are constants c,, c, such that 
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D2xlo = c x d 4 X ~ 0  + c ~ ( x ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ .  It can be checked that c, f 0,  so the 
equation can be solved for d 4 ,  and the theorem is proved. 
94. Related Results for Siege2 Szlbgroups 
Some peripheral results related to  Siege1 modular forms of genus two 
can be easily obtained, so it seems worthwhile to  mention them here. 
Up to a constant factor, the cusp form xlo is the square of a form 
0 ,  ~ ( r , 5 , v )  where v denotes the non trivial multiplier system for Siegel's 
group of genus two; cf. [3] ,  [5]. An immediate consequence of Theorem 3 
is 
Theorem 4. O , .2Z(T, W )  and %R(Z($j(2, R)/T) can be generated by  0,. 
Furthermore, 
210.32 
Theorem 5. D1O, = - 5 2  x2x12. 
Proof. 8,  is a cusp form since 0: cc x l o  is, so, by (3) and Proposi- 
tion 3 ,  D1B5 is a non zero cusp form in (r, 12, I ) ,  where 1 denotes the trivial 
multiplier system. Now apply Igusa's Structure Theorem to  conclude that 
there is a non zero constant c,, such that D1O, = c l 0 ~ , ,  . From 13, p. 4031, 
the expansion of 0, (%: t:) in the neighborhood of z ,  = 0 is 
comparison with the corresponding expansion of xl0  given in [2]  shows that 
Hence, by Proposition 4, and eq. (91, 
but eq. (15) of Theorem 1 implies 
comparison completes the proof. 
Denote by T(T) the congruence subgroup of level T of Siegel's modular 
group of genus two. Define f' 
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where ti' denotes the transpose of u . r (i i) is a group containing r 
as a subgroup of index 2; see [I] for details. Freitag [I] has determined 
generators of the graded ring of f' ( :)-automorphic forms of even 
weight for the trivial multiplier system. With the subscript denoting the 
weight, and h indicating cusp forms, they can be selected to be of the form: 
Theorem 6. a) There are constants c l l ,  ..., c,, such tlznt 
generated by h , .  
Proof. The proof is analogous to  that of Theorem 1; Propositio~l 3 is 
used repeatedly. 
$5. Hermitian Fornzs of Degree 2 
In this section we consider a hermitian modular group of degree two, 
The associated Jordan algebra is 5(2,C),  for which q = (dimlrank) = 2; 
hence D2 is not defined in this case. 
Let r now denote the Hermitian modular group of degree two with 
respect to the gaussian integers; cf. [I] .  If z' denotes the transpose of 
z E Z(5(2, C)), then an f E (T, w )  is synzmetric if f (z) = f (z') . Freitag [I] 
has shown that the graded ring of symmetric r-automorphic forms of even 
weight is generated by six forms, of weights 4, 8, 10, 12, 12, and 16; of 
these, the one of weight 4, denoted 4,, and one of the two of weight 12, 
denoted (q6)', are not cusp forms. The others can be assumed to  be cusp 
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forms, which we will denote by x,, XI,, xI2, and XI6 It is easy to  show 
from the construction given in [ I ]  that 
o r d ~ ,  = 2; o r d ~ , ,  = 2; o r d ~ , ,  = 2; ordx,, = 2 .  
Theorem 7. a) There are cotlstants c,,, ...,c4, s~~clz that 
b) If c22'25 - C23'24 # 0 ,  C30 # 0,  and Ic3, I + I c~~ 1 # 0 ,  then the 
graded ring of symmetric hermitian forms of even weight can be generated 
X 8 '  
Remarks. A consequence of the main result in [9] is that every symmetric 
hermitian modular form satisfies an algebraic diff'erential equation of order 
at most 6. It is not known if this is in fact the exact order. Now suppose 
that c2, = 0 or c2, = 0 .  Then it can be shown that there is an equation 
for of order less than 6. Similar remarks hold for various other com- 
binations of vanishing constants here, and also for the generators described 
in Theorem 6, which suggests that the hypotheses of Theorems 6b and 7b 
are probably satisfied. 
NOTE 
1. Jordan terminology is as in H. Braun and M. Koecher, Jordan-Algebretz, Springer- 
Verlag, Berlin (1966) and M. Koecher, Jordan Akebras and their Applicatio~zs, Lecture 
notes, University of Minnesota (1962). 
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